
TEACHER’S NOTES

True Detective

Introduction

Here is an amusing frequency adverbs game to help students 
practice How often do you...? questions and adverbs and 
expressions of frequency.

Procedure

Divide the class into groups of three.

Give each group a set of action cards and a set of frequency 
cards.

Tell the students to shuffle the frequency cards and deal them out 
equally and to shuffle the action cards and place them face-down 
in a pile on the desk.

Students take it in turns to pick up an action card from the pile 
and use the prompt on the card to ask the other two students 
a How often do you...? question, e.g. 'How often do you lose 
something?'

The other two students then look at their frequency cards and 
each choose one that is as close to the truth as possible.

The two students then respond by making a sentence using the 
adverb or expression of frequency on their card, e.g. 'I hardly 
ever lose something'. 

The student who asked the question then decides whose answer 
is nearest to the truth and gives the action card to that student.

That student lays the frequency and action card on the table for 
everyone to see and the two cards are removed from the game.

The next student then picks up an action card and so on.

The first student to get rid of all their frequency cards wins the 
game.

Activity Type
Vocabulary and Speaking 
Game: asking and 
answering questions from 
prompts, freer practice 
(group work) 

Focus
Adverbs and expressions 
of frequency

How often do you...? 
questions and answers

Aim
To practice How often 
do you...? questions and 
adverbs and expressions 
of frequency.

Preparation
Make one copy of 
the action cards and 
frequency cards for each 
group of three and cut as 
indicated. Keep the two 
sets separate.

Level
Pre-intermediate (A2-B1)

Time
25 minutes
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ADVERBS OF FREQUENCY

True Detective

Action cards

lose something swim in the sea study English feel tired

send an e-mail drink champagne stay up all night tell a lie

go to the cinema drive a car read a book go abroad

cry do some exercise buy clothes spend too 
much money

clean your bedroom go skiing smile run a marathon

eat at a 
restaurant argue use a computer call your 

best friend

Frequency cards

twice a week never every Monday every day

sometimes once a year not very often once every 
five years

every month always once a week every night

every weekend often once a month occasionally

hardly ever every morning usually three times a day

twice a day rarely seldom almost always
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